
 

Expansion Pack Frameforge PORTABLE

if you already have the default pack and you want to install the frame forge, you can use the install
the frame forge frame forge expansion pack instructions, replacing default with expansion_pack in

the pack name. if you would like to add content that will be automatically wrapped inside the frame,
use the expansion pack frame wrapper. it allows you to add any valid html content to your frame.

add the frame tag, and the rest of your content will be added to the frame. some time ago, we had a
problem with the file format. we didn’t manage to get a way to get the contents of a frame in the

right order. we had a way to get the contents (see frameforge method) but we didn’t manage to get
the frame in the right order. see the example below. the main advantages of this format are:

reduced deployment size. the size of the executable can be reduced by up to 70% compared to an
application without an expansion pack. the packaging can be generated on the fly. during the

packaging process the executable and its dependencies are packaged into a zip archive. this makes
it possible to create a single executable file for any compatible version of the application. reliable

build. the expansion pack includes the runtime. this means that it does not depend on the version of
the application that is installed on the target device. this also means that it is not necessary to check
whether the target version of the application is already installed. self contained. packages are single

executable files. this means that the application, all its dependencies and all its configuration
settings are contained in a single file. this makes it much easier to distribute and package

applications. no api keys. the expansion pack uses standard api keys to communicate with the
application. this means that there is no need to manage api keys.
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